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Abst ract - - ln  this paper, the new theoretical error bounds on the convergence of the Lanczos 
and the block-Lanczos methods are established based on results given by Saad [1]. Similar further 
inequalities are found for the eigenelements by using bounds on the acute angle between the exact 
eigenvectors and the Krylov subspace spanned by x0, Ax0, • •., An-lxo, where x0 is the initial starting 
vector of the process. The same analysis is extended to the block-Lanczos method. Several numerical 
experiments are presented in order to permit a comparison between the actual rates of convergence 
of the Lanczos method with the theoretical error bounds. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. CONVERGENCE OF  THE LANCZOS METHOD 
1.1. In t roduct ion  
We will follow Saad's notation suggested in [1]. Let A1 > A2 > -.. > AN be the ordered eigen- 
values of A and ¢1, ¢2,. . . ,  CN the associated eigenvectors of norm one. Given a starting vector x0, 
the method of Lanczos provides a simple way of realizing the Ritz-Galerkin projection process 
on the subspace En spanned by the Krylov vectors xo, Axo,. . . ,  An-axo, where n _< N [2,3]. If we 
denote 7rn(A) as the orthogonal projection on the subspace En, then one computes the eigenval- 
ues A~ n) > A~ n) > ... > A (n) of the operator lrnAE,, : En "" En with their associated eigenvectors 
¢(n) ~(n) ., ¢(~) and take _i , ~i as approximations to Ai, ¢i. 1 ,v'2 ,.. xCn) 'h(n) 
The numerical performance of the Lanczos method has been studied by several authors 
[3-7]. They also gave several variants of the Lanczos method to compute ffectively a few of 
the extreme igenelements of A and indicated how eigenvalue stimates can be obtained via the 
Lanczos method, but revealed nothing about the rate of convergence. It is quite natural to ask 
how rapidly would be the approximate eigenelements AI ~), ¢~n) converge to A~, ¢~ in exact preci- 
sion. The first result was given by Kaniel [8], and corrected by Paige [9]. Exploiting the Courant 
characterization property, the alternative generalization of the Kaniel-Palge's result was shown 
by Sand in [1]. In this paper, a number of results were also established for eigenvectors. Saad's 
results are the improvement of the similar results of Kaniel and Paige's. Kaniel and Paige's 
error bounds incorporate the computed Ritz vectors explicitly, and Saad's error bound does not 
directly estimate the goodness of the corresponding Ritz vectors. Note that it does not use the 
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computed eigenvalue approximations. Instead, it is a measure of how good the entire Krylov 
subspace is. As expected, this bound on the eigenvector approximation i dicates an accuracy 
which is essentially the square root of the indicated accuracy for eigenvalue approximations. 
1.2 .  Notat ion  and Some Basic Propert ies  
We will use the same notation as Saad. Because the sequence AI n), n -- i , . . . ,  N is finite, we 
cannot study the convergence of A~ n) when n ~ co. So, we have to deal with a compact operator A
on a Hilbert space E. Let A1 > A2 > "'" > Ak be k largest positive eigenvalues numbered in a 
decreasing order and all the other eigenvalues Aj of A are assumed to satisfy Ak > Aj. Almost 
the same results can be obtained for the negative part of the spectrum with essentially the same 
results. It is very easy to show that the results apply to the k largest eigenvalues of a finite- 
dimensional operator on a space E of dimension N, numbered in decreasing order, but now we 
must restrict ourselves in the case of n _< N. The acute angle O(x, En) between a vector x # 0 
and the subspace En is defined by 
O(x, En) = arcsin [[ (I - ~r.(A))xll (1) 
Ilzll 
Denote by Ainf the infimum of the spectrum of A and Pi the eigenprojection associated with A,, 
that is the orthogonal projection on the eigenspace corresponding to Ai. 
We now recall some results in Saad's paper [1] about he behavior of the acute angle between the 
eigenvector ¢i and the subspace E ,  by giving a bound for tan 0(¢i, En). Here, the subspace E ,  is 
generated successively by an orthonormal basis vl , . . . ,  vn when the Lanczos method is performed 
with a starting vector x0. The proof is given in [1,10]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Pn-1 denote the space of polynomiais of degree not exceeding n - 1. If Pi is 
the eigenprojection associated with Ai, and if Pixo # O, we set 
(I - Pi)xo 
xo = [[(I - P/)xo[[ ' ti,n = peP.-infl, p(~,)=l I p(A)moll, (2) 
then 
tan 0(¢i, En)= ti,n tan 0(¢i, x0). 
Lemma 1.1 leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A1 > A2 > "" > Ak be the largest k eigenvaJues of A, and Pi the eigen- 
projection associated with Ai (i < k). Assume that Pixo # O, and consider the eigenvector 
¢~ = Pixo/[[P~xo][ associated with Ai. Set 
2 Ai - A i+ l  , 
7~ = 1 + Ai+l - Ainf 
i -1  Aj -- Ainf 
K, : 1-I 
j=l 
K1 = 1. (3) 
Then, 
[l(I - ~rn(A))¢, H K, Jl(I - lrl(A))¢d I
_< , (4)  
117r.(a)¢~ll T.-~ (7i) II~rx(a)Cdl 
where Tk(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree k. 
Here, ~rl (A) is the orthogonal projection on the subspace E, spanned by x0. The inequality 
can also be written like this: 
K, 
tan 0(¢~, E.) _< - -  tan 0(¢~, x0) .  (5)  
T._~(~) 
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From Theorem 1.2, it easily follows that the acute angle between ¢~ and En decreases at least as 
rapidly as Ki /T~- i (7 i ) .  When n is large, then 
Tn-i(~/i) ~- -~ "ri + (6) 
is greater than 1, and depends on the gap Ai - ,kinf and the spread Ai+ 1 --  ,~inf. We remark that 
the first i - 1 eigenvalues do not interfere in the coefficient Ti = ~/i - ~ ,  which estimates 
the rate of convergence to zero of the bound on 0(¢i, E~). From this theorem, we can also learn 
that there is at least one vector in En which converges to the eigenvector ¢~ with a rate superior 
to Ti above when n increases. This is true even when Ai is not simple, since the only condition 
required is that Pixo ~ O. The proof of the theorem reveals that when Ai is multiple there is only 
one such vector in En which is close to ¢¢. This shows in particular that a multiple eigenvalue 
will be approximated by at most one eigenvalue of Tn. For details of the above remarks, see [1]. 
1.3. The  Er ror  Bounds  of Kanie l -Paige and Saad 
In this section, we review the error bounds of Kaniel-Paige and Sand suggested in [11]. Each 
element s in the Krylov subspace En has the special form 
n--1 n -1  
i=O i=O 
where Ir~(A) is a polynomial of degree < m. 
Now, we cite a basic lemma from [11] which can be used to derive bounds on Ai - A~ n) for each 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
LEMMA 1.3. Let h be the normalized projection of Xo orthogonal to Zi, where the subspace 
Zi : sp821(¢1,¢2,... ,¢i). For each Iri(A) E Pn-1 and each i <_ n, the Rayleigh quotient p 
satisfies 
II ,(A)hll 1 2 p(~ri(A)xo; A - Ai) < (Ai - )~inf) [tan O(¢i, x0) _ j .  (8) 
As we said before, the error bound on Ai -:.A~ n) depends on several quantities. However, as will 
be seen shortly, the leading role is played by the Chebyshev polynomial T,,-i whose steep climb 
outside the interval [-1, 1] helps to explain the excellent approximations obtained from Krylov 
subspaces. 
The error bounds come from choosing a polynomial r in Lemma 1.3 such that, among other 
things, 
(1) [r~(Ai)[ is large while [[Ir~(A)h[[ is small, and 
(2) p(s; A - A,) > 0 where s = ~r,(A)xo. 
The second requirement concerns the left side of the inequality in Lemma 1.3, namely p(s; A - 
Ai). The following facts are known. 
(1) o < 
(2) Ai - A~ n) _< p(s; A - A) if s A_ ¢~") for all j < i. 
i--1 (3) Ai - A~ n) _< p(s; A - Ai) + ~j=I(Aj  - Ai,f)e~, where ej represents the sine of the angle 
between Cj and ¢~n), if s _l_ Cj for all j < i. 
The complete xplanation can be found in [11]. It is clear from the first inequality that if 
p(s; A - Ai) < 0 then, a fortiori, p(s; a - Ai) < Ai - A~ n) and Lemma 1.3 cannot be used to bound 
Ai - AI n). Hence, we have to turn our attention to the second one, which yields Sand's bounds, 
or the third one which yields Kaniel-Paige's bounds. 
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THEOREM 1.4. KANIEL-PAIGE'S BOUNDS. The Rayleigh-Ritz approximations tx (n) ~(n)~ from 
En to ( Ai, ¢~) satisfy 
K? 
0 __< /~i -- /~}n) <_ ('~i -- ,~inf)T~_i(,.[i)2 
i -1 
- - t a n  2 0(¢i, Xo)+ E(A j - /~ in f )  sin2 0 (¢ j ,  ¢~n))  , 
j= l  
where sin 2 O(¢j, (n) Cj ) are bounded by 
j -1  
Aj-A~n) + ~-~ (Ak - Aj+,)sin20 (¢k,¢ (n)) 
sin2 0 (¢j, ¢~n)) < k=l , (9) 
-- Aj -- Aj+I 
in which 
2(A~ Ai+l) ~-i -- Aj -- Ain f 
7i = 1 + ( )~ i+1- )~ in f )  ' Ki  = E 
j= l  
Kaniel-Paige's error bounds incorporate the computed Ritz vectors explicitly, and the effect 
upon their bounds as one moves into the interior of the spectrum is much more obvious. Those 
bounds indicate specific decreases in accuracy of the computed eigenvalues and of the correspond- 
ing Ritz vectors as we move into the interior of the spectrum. 
THEOREM 1.5. SAAD'S BOUNDS. Let A~ n) _> ... _> A(n ) be the Ritz values derived from En and 
let (As, ¢~) be the eigenpair of A. For each i = 1,. . . ,  n, 
0 _< As - A~ n) _< (Ai - Ainf) "T~-i"yi '  tan20(¢i 'x°) '  (10) 
where 
K(n)i Aj -- Ain f 
= 
j--1 "'j -- .,i 
and K} n) = 1. (11) 
These error bounds indicate that for many matrices and for relatively small n, several of the 
extreme igenvalues of A, that is several of the algebraically-largest or algebraically-smallest of he 
eigenvalues of A, are well approximated by eigenvalues of the corresponding Lanczos matrices. In 
practice, it is not always true that both ends of the spectrum of the given matrix are equally well 
approximated. However, it is generally true that at least one end of the spectrum is approximated 
well. Some examples in [12] illustrate, however, that in some cases, the Lanczos matrix must be 
as large as the original matrix before good eigenvalue approximations are obtained for any of the 
eigenvalues of A, including the extreme ones. In the next section, we will present a more compact 
approximation and some related results for eigenelements. 
1.4 .  New Theoret i ca l  Bounds  
Before our error bounds, we need two lemmas for the proof. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let Pn be the set of all polynomials of degree n, with leading coefficient equal to 1, 
let ~(x) be the polynomial of P~ which minimize IIp(A)xoll over all elements of P~. Then, the 
approximate igenvalues A~ n) are the roots of ~, and if we set qi(x) = ~(x) / ( z -  A~n)), the vectors 
qi( A )xo are associated approximate igenvectors. 
Lemma 1.6 is a known conclusion. See [10,13] for details about the proof. 
LEMMA 1.7. For j = 1,2, . . . , i ,  let ¢~n) be the approximate igenvectors associated with A~ 
~.(n) zJn) . ¢~n_) 1. Then, x E F~ (n) if and only if and F (n) the subspace of En, orthogonal to '1 , ~z2 ,.. , 
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x = p(A)xo, where p is a polynomial of degree <_ n - 1 such that p(A~ n)) = p(h~ n)) . . . . .  
(n) 
= o. 
Lemma 1.7 is a simple consequence of Lemma 1.6. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let A0 = A~ > A2 > ... > An be eigenvalues of A with i < k, with associated 
eigenvector ¢i such that (¢i, x0) ¢ 0, and assume that ~(~) "'~-1 > hi. Let 7~ be defined as in 
Theorem 1.2. Then, 
0 < Ai - AI n) < min(~, O, f~), (12) 
in which 
~I/ = (h  i - )qnf )  - ( /~i -1  - /~ in f )  
T2n_i(~/i_,) q-tan2lg(¢i_x,Xo) (K~n~) 2' 
0 : (h  i -- h in f )  - (Ai-bl  - Ainf)  T~_i(Ti) 
T2_,(~i)+tan20(¢, ,Xo)(K~n))  2' 
T~_ i (T i ) -  (K~' ) )2tan20(¢ i ,xo)  
~'~ ~_~ ()k i --  h in f )  - (h  i --  )qnf )  T2_i(Ti) 
Here, f~ is Saad's bound and ~[o = 71, 
i -  1 ~(n)  
Aj  - -  Ain f 
YI 
5=1 A 5 - A~ 
K}n)= K(on) = i, ~/i = I + 2(~i  - -  ~ i+1)  
(hiq_ 1 --  h in f )  " 
PROOF. 
(1) Let us prove the first part of Theorem 1.8. Making use of the Courant characterization of
the eigenvalues of symmetric operators, we have 
(Au, u) A~ n) = max 
Ilull 2" 
Let u • F~ n), u p(A)xo oo = = ~-~.5= 1 o~jp(hj)¢j, where the c~j are the expansion coefficients of x0 
in the eigenbasis ¢5. Then, we get 
oo 
(Au, u) = 5=1 
oo Ilul12 E p2( j) ff 
j - -1 
i--1 Co 
j= l  5=1 
=h~+ 
j= l  
For 1 < j _< i - 1, A 5 - Ai > A i -1  - )~i and for j >_ i, Ai - A 5 < Ai - Ainu. Thus, 
i--1 OO 
E (h i -1  - hi)p2()~J) 012 E ()~i - )~ in f )p2(~j )  O~2 
(Au, u) j=l j=~ 
E p2(xs)   E 
5--~1 j= l  
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Extend hi-1 - hi of the second term as hi-1 - h in f  -{- h in f  - hi, we know 
co i -1  
E ('~i -- h inf )p2(h j )ot  2 E (h i -1  - h in f )p2(h j )  ~2 
(Au, u) 5=1 J=i 
ilull---- ~- _> h~ - co + co 
j= l  j= l  
i -1  
__ "~inf + ( '~-1  -- ' \ in f )5:1 
E P2(hj)a~ 
j= l  
i -1  2 2 2 2 _ P (hi-1)c~i_l, Since ~-~5=1P (hi)aS > 
(Au, u) 1 
From Lemma 1.7, u E F (n) implies that p(h~ n)) = p(h(2 n)) . . . . .  p(h~_)l) = 0. In other words, 
this means that p(x) can be written as p(x) = (x - h~)). . .  (x - h~n_))q(x), with q(x) having 
degree at most n - i. Hence, for all u E F~ n), 
oo 
2 (n) 2 (n) 2 2 2 E p2 (h5)Ol 5 co (h i -  h I ) " ' "  (h j -  hi_l) q (h5)~ j J =1 . . . .  
p2(h /_ l )  2 = E . . . .  ~ . . . .  (n) 2 2 2 O~i--1 j=i (hi_ 1 -- h 1 ) . . .  (hi__ 1 -- hi_l) q (/~i_l)O~j 
(h~ n)-hinf)  2...(h~n_) 1-hlnf) 2 ~ q2(hS)°'ff 
(~ ln ) ' - " / -~)2  IlL(n) ~ q2(h i _ l )  2 " k"i-1 hi-l) J =i  Cei-1 
Thus, 
oo 
max < ,__,_~i, 2 max 
q2 ( h j )oL2 
• . q2(h i -1 )~L1 ~,eF[ ") ~ 1  -- " " q~" - '  3=~ 
Applying (13) into (14), we immediately get the following inequalities: 
(14) 
.~In)= max (Au, u) 
. eF? '  Ilull 2 
( 1 
___~ max Ainf -Jr" (A i -1  -- Ainf) 2 co 
uCF~(") 1 + (K}nl) ~ax_ ~ (q2 (Aj)a~)/(q2 (Ai_l)ai2_,) 
q n-i j=i 
1 
---- Ainf -'1- (A i -1  -- Ainf) co 
1 + __n min max ~ (q2 (,~j) a~) / (q2 (.X,_I) a~_l) 
qeP,,-~ j>_i j=i 
--~ AiM -~- (A i -1  -- Ainf) 1 2 
(n) 2 2 
1+ (K ;_ I )  E (aj/ai-1) min m~xll(q(AA)/(q(h,_l))ll 2 " " j>i qEP.-i j>i 
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Since 
• II q (~, j ) I I  2 1 
rain max - -  - 2 qeP.-, ~>_, Ilq(,X,_x)[I < T~_~.(3',-1) 
From (15), it is very easy to show 
0~2 < tan20(¢i_l,xo). (15) 
)~n) __~ )~inf "~- ()~i--1 -- )qnf) 
Tn2_i(7i-1) + tan2 0(¢i-l,xo)(K~_n~) " 
Hence, we get the first part of Theorem 1.8. 
(2) Let us finish the second part of Theorem 1.8. 
inequalities: 
Using similar ideas, we get the following 
oo 
E p~(~)-~(~ - ~,) 
(Au, u) = Ai + j=x 
Ilull 2 
j= l  
i oo 
E p2(~)~(~ _ ~,) E p~(~)-~(~, - ~j) 
= )~i + j=l _ j=i+l 
j=l j= l  
For 1 _< j _< i, Aj - Ai > Ai-t-1 - )~i and for j > i + 1, Ai - Aj <_ Ai - Ainf, 
(Au, u) 1 
"UI['--'----'~----~ Ainf "{ - (~ i+1-  Ainf)1-t- (j=i~+lp2()~j)O~2)/(j=~lP2()~j)Ot2) 
1 
_> Ainf -I- (Ai+I -- Ainf) 
T~_,(7,) + tan2 0(¢,,xo) (K~n' ) 2" 
Hence, we get the second part of Theorem 1.8. ] 
The corresponding inequalities for eigenvectors state as the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1•9. Let A0 = A1 > ~2 > "'" > An be eigenvalues of A with i <_ k with associated 
eigenvector ¢i such that [l¢i[I = 1. Let p(n) denote the approximate igenprojection associated 
with A~ n), and di,n = minj#~ I~i - ~n)l, and rn = [[(I - 7rn)ATrnll. Then, 
(16) 
or 
i r2 ,~1 r2 Ki tan 0(¢~, X0). -- di,n - -  V 
(17) 
The last bound comes from Theorem 1.2• For details of proof, see [1]. 
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1.5. Ref ined Error Bounds  
From Theorem 1.8, the bounds reveal that they are weak in the case where As is close to AS+l, 
for )h is then close to 1 and the right side of (13) can decrease too slowly to 0. It is quite natural 
to improve them by generalizing them so that they allow us to take advantage of a particular 
structure of the spectrum. This idea can be achieved by choosing a more appropriate polynomial. 
In this section, we denote p any integer such that 0 _< p _< n - i. We call L the set of the p 
integers i + 1, i + 2 , . . . ,  i + p. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let Ao = A1 > A2 > ... > An be eigenvalues of A with i < k with associated 
eigenvector ¢~ such that (¢~, xo) ~ O, and assume that A~n_) 1 > As. Let 7s and K~ n) be defined the 
same as in Theorem 1.2, and 
XL = 1-~(A - Aj)zo, YL = (I -- Px - P2 . . . . .  Ps-1)ZL, 
jEL 
and 
Then, 
in which 
'~s = 1+ 
2(As - As+p+l) 
(AS_l_p+ 1 - -  A in f )  ' 
0<A, -A I  n )<min(~,O,~) ,  (18) 
~) ~--" (A i  - A in f )  - (~ i - I  - ~ in f )  T2-i-P('~i-l) 
1) + 
0 = (A i - ~ in f )  - (A i+ l  - A in f )  T2n-i-P(Ti) 
T~_i_p(70 + tan20(¢,,yL)(K~n~) 2' 
: (A i  - -  A in f )  - -  (A i  - -  A in f )  T2_i_p(.Yi) 
PROOF. We can set En which contains all elements of the form u = p(A)xL, where p is any 
polynomial of degree at most n -p  - 1, is a subspace of En orthogonal to ¢i+1, ¢i+2,. . . ,  ¢i+p- 
Let ~(n) be the subspace of En orthogonal to the subspace spanned by ¢~n) ¢~n),. ~(n) Then, , • •,  Wi - l "  
~.(,n) C F~ n) and we can repeat he proof of Theorem 1.8 with ~/(n) instead of F(, n), XL instead 
of x0, and Pn-p-i instead of Pn-i. 1 
By majorizing the term tan(¢s, YL), we can obtain the following weakening of the bound (18). 
THEOREM 1.11. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.10, let 
Aj  - -  ~ in f  
KL-- 1-[ : 1, i p:0 
jEL 
Then, we have the following inequedities: 
0 < As-  n) _< min e,a), (191 
in which 
~/ = (A s - A in f )  - (As_  1 - A inf )  T~-s-P (7s-1) 
T2n_s_p(Ti-1) + tan20(¢s-1,xo) (g~n_~)2K~ ' 
6 = (A s - A inf )  - (As+ 1 - )~inf) Tn2-s-'(Ts) 
T2n_,_p(~/i) + tan20(¢s,xo) (K~n))2K~' 
T:_s_p(Ts ) - (K~n))2tan20(¢i,xo)K2 
f i  = (As - A~.f) - (As - A i . f )  T~_s_p(^/s  ) 
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PROOF. Because xo = ~k~__l c~kCk and &k = 1-IjeL(Ak -- Aj)czk, where &j are the expansion 
coefficients of XL in the eigenbasis, the term ~~.j>p+i ^ 2 ^ 2 a j /a  i_ 1 can be bounded by 
^2 oo 
E c~j <g2 ~ a 2 <g~tan  2~(¢~,x0). | 
&~-1  - 2 - 
j>_p+i j=i+p C~i-1 
Moreover, we also can select p optimally, in other words, the right side of it minimal over all 
possible p. This gives the opt imal bounds. 
1.6. Example  o f  These  Bounds  
Let us compare Kaniel-Paige's, Saad's, and new bounds with the following example which was 
considered in Kaniel 's original paper. Eigenvalues of A, 
AI=I.0, A2=0.95, A3=0.9453, 0_<Aj_<0.94, for j>_4. 
We assume that tan S(¢i,x0) = I00 for i -- 1,2, 3. If the Lanczos algorithm is interrupted at 
n -- 53 and K~ n) of Saad's bound equals to the corresponding factors Ki in Kaniel-Paige's bounds 
to the given accuracy. There is no loss in taking all angles to be acute. 
• For the first eigenvalue, we have 
70 = 1.105, ~/1 -- 1.105, 
Kaniel-Paige: 
Saad: 
New: 
K~ n) = K1 -- 1, T52(1.105) = 9.109e + 09. 
0 _< At - A~ n) _< 1.205e - 16, 
e21--sin 2 (¢1,¢~ n)) < 2 .410e-15 .  
0 < A1 - A~ n) <_ 1.205e - 16. 
= 1.205e - 16, O = 5.000e - 02, ~ -- 1.205e - 16, 
0 < A1 - AI n) _< 1.205e - 16. 
• For the second eigenvalue, we have 
q'l = 1.105, 72 -- 1.010, K(2 n) = K2 = 20, K~ n) = K1 = 1, 
T51(1.010) = 6.741e + 02, 
Kaniel-Paige: 
Saad: 
New: 
T51(1.105) = 5.783e + 09. 
0 _< A2 - A~ n) <_ 8.363e +00, 
e 2 =s in  2 (¢2,¢~ n)) < 1.779e + 03. 
0 < A2 - A (n) < 8.363e + 00. 
= 5.000e - 02, O = 8.536e - 01, 12 = 8.363e + 00, 
0 _< A2 - A (n) <_ 5.000e - 02. 
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• For the th ird eigenvalue, we have 
")'2 = 1.010, 73 = 1.011, K~ n) = Ks = 20, K (n) = K3 = 220, 
2"5o(1.011) = 9.127e + 02, 715o(1.010) = 5.851e + 02. 
Kaniel-Paige: 
Saad: 
New: 
0 _< A3 - A~ n) _< 2.239e + 03. 
0 _< A3 - Ai n) _ 5.492e + 02. 
= 9.437e - 01, O = 8.704e - 02, D = 5.492e + 02, 
0 _< A1 - A~ n) _< 8.704e - 02. 
From this example,  we can see that  Saad's  bounds are simpler and t ighter than Kanie l -Paige's  
bounds. The difference between new and Saad's  bounds depends on the spectrum of A. Com- 
bining these two bounds • and O with Saad's  bounds fl, the new bounds can give us the better  
understanding on the rate of convergence of the Lanczos method.  
Table 1. Lanczos algorithm of Example 1 stopped with n = 15. 
i 1 2 
Observed tan O(¢i, En) 3.90e-06 3.51e-04 
Bound for tan 0(¢i, En) 1.54e-05 1.20e-03 
Observed Ai - A~ n) 2.06e-l l  1.02e-07 
Kaniel-Paige's bound for Ai - A~ n) 6.50e-10 3.70e-06 
Saad's bound for Ai - A~ n) 6.50e-10 3.71e-06 
ko 7.17e-l l  1.74e-07 New bounds 
for 
Aj - A~ ) 
e 
Observed sin O (¢i, ¢~ n) ) 
Bound for sin O (¢i, ¢~ n) ) 
1.55e+00 
6.50e- 10 
4.07e-06 
2.45e-05 
1.25e+00 
3.71e-06 
3.08e-04 
1.90e-03 
1.7. Numerical Experiments 
In this section, we compare the effective quantit ies 0(¢i, En), Ai - A~ n) and 0(¢i, ¢i(n)) with 
their  theoret ical  bounds. All  tests were performed on a SUN workstat ion using double precision. 
The first example is a diagonal matr ix  A of order N = 50, with the following d istr ibut ion for 
the eigenvalues: 
(2k - 5 ) r  
A1=1.8 ,  A2=0.25 ,  Ak=cos  fo rk=3, . . . ,N .  
2 (N - 2 ) '  
We assume that  the start ing vector x0 is the vector e = (1, 1, 1 . . . .  ,1) T, which forms the same 
acute angle with each eigenvector of A. The eigenvector ¢i is the ith vector of the canonical basis, 
and therefore, tan  9(¢i, x0) = v fN-  1 = 7. The Lanczos algor i thm with full reorthogonal izat ion 
was run and stopped at n = 15 and at n = 18. The special d istr ibut ion of the spectrum suggests 
using the refined bound with p = 1 for the first eigenvalue and the nonrefined one p = 0 for the 
Theoretical Error Bounds 
Table 2. Lanczos algorithm of Example 1 stopped with n = 18. 
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i 1 2 
Observed tan 0(¢i, En) 1.06e-07 2.63e-05 
Bound for tanO(¢i,En) 4.30e-07 9.15e-05 
Observed Ai - A~ n) 1.97e- 14 5.60e- 10 
Kaniel-Paige's bound for Ai - A~ n) 5.10e-13 2.01e-08 
Saad's bound for hi - A~ n) 5.10e-10 2.01e-08 
New bounds k9 9.90e-14 3.70e-09 
for O 1.50e+00 1.25e-00 
A~ n) gl 5.10e-13 2.01e-08 Aj 
Observed sin 0 (¢i, ~ n) ) 9.30e-08 2.85e-05 
BoundforsinO(~,,¢~ n)) 6.80e-07 1.40e-04 
second eigenvalue. Based on these above assumptions,  we get the following results in Tables 1 
and 2 and when the Lanczos algor i thm with full reorthogonal izat ion was run and stopped at 
n=15.  
The second example we test  is also a 50 by 50 diagonal matr ix  with diagonal elements 
k -1  
Ax = 1.8, A2 -- 1.6, A 3 = 1.4, A4 -- 1.2, and Ak = 1 - -7 ,  k -- 5 .... ,N. 
We assume that the starting vector x0 is the vector e --- (I, I, I , . . . ,  1) T, which forms the same 
acute angle with each eigenvector fA. The eigenvector ¢i is the ith vector of the canonical basis, 
and therefore, tan 0(¢i, x0) -- ~ -  1 -- 7. The Lanczos algorithm with full reurthot'ionalization 
was run and stopped at n = 15. Based on these above assumption, we get the gollowing results 
in Table 3 when the Lanczos algorithm was run and stopped at n = 15. 
Table 3. Lanczos algorithm ofExample 2stopped with n -- 15. 
i 1 2 3 
p 3 2 1 
Observed tan 0(¢i, En) 4.00e-07 9.35e-06 1.17e-04 
Bound for tan 0(¢i, En) 3.39e-06 7.87e-05 9.81e-04 
Observed Ai - A~ n) 1.20e-13 8.64e-l l  1.04e-08 
Kaniel-Paige's bound for ,ki - A~n) 2.04e-l l  2.01e-05 1.64e-04 
Saad's bound for £i - A~n) 2.04e-l l  9.79e-06 1.33e-06 
New bounds ~ 2.40e-12 3.75e-05 6.43e-05 
for O 6.52e-10 8.63e-09 5.44e-07 
(n) Aj - Aj ~ 2.04e-ii 9.79e-06 1.33e-06 
Observed sin 0 (¢~, ¢!n), 1~ 4.06e-07 9.55e-06 1.21e-04 
¢i, ¢ ) 5.08e-06 1.18e-04 1.47e-03 Bound for sin 0 ~n
1.8. Conc lus ion  
Observe that  the start ing vector enters these bounds given in this paper  through its pro ject ion 
on the eigenvector which is being approx imated and its project ion on the subspace corresponding 
to the first k eigenvector of A. The key component in these bounds is, however, Chebyshev 
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polynomial. We know that if ((Tj - 1)/2) (n - j )  > 1, then this polynomial grows exponentially, 
so that these error bounds decay as we increase n. 
We cannot say that a certain kind of error bound is the best. In some cases, the results axe 
quite bad. How to improve the theoretical bounds for the rate of convergence of the Lanczos 
method is still an open problem. Our work only has been to give more results to provide a better 
understanding about the convergence of the Lanczos method. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF THE BLOCK-LANCZOS METHOD 
The literature contains two basically different ypes of block-Lanczos procedures, iterative and 
noniterative. See [14-16] for iterative procedures that replace the single vector x0 by a system of r 
independent vectors (Xl, x2 , . . . ,  xr). See [17-19] for noniterative procedures that mimic the single 
vector Lanczos procedures. Chains of blocks are generated, the length of the chain depends upon 
what one is trying to compute and upon the amount of storage available. The Lanczos blocks 
may or may not be reorthogonalized as they are generated. Ritz vectors may or may not be 
computed simultaneously with the eigenvalues. In each case, subsets of the eigenvalues of the 
block tridiagonal matrices Tn generated are used as approximations to eigenvalues of A. Iterative 
procedures, on each iteration k, use the block recursion to generate a small projection matrix. 
First, the relevant eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these small projection matrices are computed, 
and then the corresponding Ritz vectors are computed and used as updated approximations to the 
desired eigenvectors. If on iteration k convergence has not yet been achieved, another iteration is 
carried out using these updated eigenvector approximations a the starting block. The iterations 
continue until convergence is achieved. 
We have proposed the new theoretical error bounds on the rate of convergence of the Lanczos 
method in the previous section. Here, the block generalization of the Lanczos method can be 
treated as a system U0 of r vectors Uo = (xl, x2, . . . ,  xr) instead of a single vector x0 [14,16,18]. 
We will also follow Saad's notation suggested in [1]. Theorem 2 in [1] has shown that there 
is no loss of generality in assuming that the eigenvalues of A are of multiplicity not to exceed 
r. The largest k positive eigenvalues of A under consideration will therefore be numbered in 
decreasing order )~1 --~ )~2 ~ " ' '  --~ Ak _> Ak+l and Ai _< •k+l if i > k + 1. Each eigenvalue of 
A appears at most r times. The same numbering is assumed for ¢1, ¢2 . . . .  , CN the associated 
eigenvectors of norm one. If we denote by 7rn(A) the orthogonal projection on the subspace En 
spanned by U0, AUo,. . . ,  An-lUo, then one can compute the eigenvalues A~ n) _> A~ n) _> ...  _> A(n ) 
of the operator 7rnAE,, : En -'-} En with their associated eigenvectors wl"h(n), ~'2"~(n),..., ¢(n) and take 
),!.) ~!n) ,~  as approximations to Ai, ¢i. 
It is well known that the Lanczos and block-Lanczos methods have the attractive feature that 
when n increases, the computed extreme igenelements rapidly become good approximations to
the exact ones, and are satisfactorily accurate if n is far less than N. It is very natural to ask how 
X(n) ~6(n) rapidly would the approximation eigenelements ..i , ",-i converge to Ai, ¢i, if exact arithmetic 
were performed. The authors of [15,16] have studied the convergence of the process and obtained 
theoretical error bounds, generalizing Kaniel's results [8], for the s largest eigenvalues. The type 
of estimate they got illustrates the importance of the effective local gaps, but does not illustrate 
the potential positive effect of the outer loop iteration of an iterative block-Lanczos procedure on 
reducing the overall effective spread and thereby improving the convergence rate. In this section, 
we will extend our new theoretical error bounds on the rate of the convergence of the Lanczos 
method to the block-Lanczos version by using bounds on the acute angle between the exact 
eigenvectors and Krylov subspace spanned by Uo, AUo,. . . ,  An-IUo, where U0 = (Xl, x2 , . . . ,  xr) 
instead of a single vector x0. Instead of concentrating on the eigenvalues as Kaniel and Paige did, 
we follow the approach suggested by Saad to estimate first the angle between ¢i and subspaee En. 
It is quite clear that Ai - A~ n) and 11¢i - ¢In)[I may be analyzed in terms of I1(I - 7rn(a))¢ill [20]. 
The number 11(I - 7rn(A))¢il[ is by definition the sine of the angle between ¢i and subspace En. 
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The analysis in terms of the angle between ¢i and subspace En has many advantages, as can be 
seen in [1]. In particular, it yields good estimates of the convergence rates for both eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors for the block-Lanczos method. 
2.1. The  Er ror  Bounds  of Golub' -Underwood and Saad 
We use the same notation as before. Comparing with the previous bounds, the alternative 
estimates of convergence can be obtained by estimating how well the eigenvalues of one of the 
small projection matrices Ts generated by the Lanczos tridiagonalization approximate eigenvalues 
of A. Saad [1] provided a variety of estimates of this type. Before we recall Sand's error bounds, 
we restate Golub and Underwood's results first. 
THEOREM 2.1 .  GOLUB AND UNDERWOOD'S BOUNDS. Let )~1 >_ )~2 ~_ " " " >_ An be the eigenvalues 
of real symmetric matrix A. Let ¢1,.- . ,  Cn be the corresponding orthonormalized igenvectors 
of A. Apply the block-Lanczos recursion to A generating s + 1 blocks and let A~ n) > ... > A (n) - - q(s+x) 
be the eigenvalues of the small block tridiagonal matr/x Tsn+l generated on one iteration k. 
Let Y = [Y~, y,j]T = ~U~ be the matr/x of the projections of the starting block U~ on the 
eigenvectors of A, where Y1 is the matrix composed of the corresponding projections on the 
desired eigenvectors ofA. Assume that O'min, the smallest singular value of Y1, is greater than O. 
Then, 
tan 2 0 (20) 
0 _< ~i -- )~I n) <-- ()ti -- ~inf) Ts 2 ((1 + 7,)/(1 - 7i))' 
where 
Ai - ~q+l 
0 : arccos(0"min), "Yi -- 
Ai -- Ainf ' 
and the T is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. 
This type of estimate illustrates the importance of the effective local gaps [Ai - Aq+ll but does 
not illustrate the potential positive effect of the outer iteration of an iterative block-Lanczos 
procedure on reducing the overall spread and thereby improving the convergence rate. 
THEOREM 2.2. SAAD'S BOUNDS. Let Ai be an eigenvalue of A and ¢i an associated eigenvector 
of norm one. Let us assume that the vectors 7h(A)¢j are linearly independent. Let vector ~i be 
the vector of E1 whose orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by {¢i , . . . ,  ¢i+r-1 } is the 
vector ¢~ 
2 
0 _< A~ - ~I ") < (~ - Ai . f)  K}")I I¢~ - 5,11 T.-~(qd ' (21) 
where 
and 
A~ n) -- Ainf 
A(n) a(n) 
j E i 
and K}n)= 1, (22) 
~i=1+ 2(~ - ~ i+~)  
()~i+r -- )qnf) ' 
a}n)is the set of the first i - 1 approximate eigenvalues. 
2.2 .  New Theoret i ca l  Bounds  
In order to state the main inequality, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E1 be the subspace spanned by the initial system of vectors Uo and 7rx(A), 
the orthogonal projection on Et. Let us assume that the initial system Uo is such that vectors 
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7rx (A)¢i, zrl (A)¢i+ 1,... , 71"l(A)C,+r- 1 are independent. Then, there exists in E1 a unique vector x.i 
such that 
(~i, Cj) =~,j, fo r j= i , i+ j  . . . .  , i+r -1 .  
The vector &, defined by this lemma is the vector of E1 whose orthogonal projection on the 
invariant subspace spanned by {¢,, ¢,+1,. . . ,  ¢,+r-1 } is exactly ¢,. The rate of convergence can 
be studied in term of the number [[(I -rn(A)¢,[l/[[Trn(A)¢,[[ which we now want to estimate. A
similar approach to that of Theorem 1.2 would be quite difficult, so we have to extend the inequal- 
ity of (4) to the block case. The following theorem generalizes the inequalities of Theorem 1.2 to 
the block-Lanczos method. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A, be an eigenvalue of A and ¢i an associated eigenvector f norm one. Let 
us assume that the vectors zh(A)¢j, j = i , . . .  ,i + r - 1, are linearly independent. Let ~ci be 
the vector defined by the lemma, that is the vector of E1 whose orthogonal projection on the 
subspace spanned by {¢, , . . . ,  ¢i+~-1} is the vector ¢,. Let us set 
Aj -- Ain f 
"Yi=l+2A,+rAi-'A_ inf' K ,= H ~ j - -~  ' K I= I .  (23) 
AjEai 
Then, 
I1(I - 7rn(A))¢ill Ki ¢, 
il- n  <- ft - (24) 
where Tk(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree k and cq is the set of the 
first i - 1 distinct eigenvalues. 
For details of the proof, please see [1]. Here, we make some remarks on this theorem. It is 
quite easy to see that Theorem 2.4 is an extension of Theorem 1.2. When U0 reduces to a single 
vector, that is when r = 1, then the inequality (24) gives back its analogue (4). In a certain 
sense, Theorem 2.4 can be viewed as an optimal extension of Theorem 1.2. Let us consider the 
case where r = 2, Xl = ~-']~j¢2 ajCj, x2 = ¢2. The block-Lanczos method will provide the same 
approximation as with the simple Lanczos method because the second vector x2 does not contain 
any more information than that contained in Xl. Any vector x in En can be expressed like this: 
x = pl(A)xl  +ps(A)x2, where Pl and Ps are two polynomials of degree not exceeding n - 1, and 
its angle with ¢1 will satisfy 
a12p12(AI) 1 ( s s / tan s 0(¢1,x) - p~(As) -b Ep l (A j )a j  . (25) 
3_>3 / 
The minimum of (25) is reached when Ps = 0 and when 
2 
j>3 
is minimum over all polynomials p] of degree less than n. This shows that in this case the 
process reduces to the simple Lanczos process, except hat the eigenvalue As is skipped. Then, 
the equality of (24) may be achieved by choosing a suitable sequence of Ak and ak. This allows 
us to say that when i = 1, the result of Theorem 2.4 is optimal in a certain sense. 
THEOREM 2.5. NEW BLOCK BOUNDS. Let A, be an eigenvalue of A and ¢, an associated eigen- 
vector of norm one. Let assume that the vectors 7rx (A)¢j are linearly independent. Let vector ~ci 
be the vector of E1 whose orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by {¢i , . . . ,  ¢i+r-1 } is 
the vector ¢~, 
0 _< Ai - A~ n) _< min(g/, O, 12), (26) 
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in which 
T 2 ^ . - i  ('y~- a ) 
ffJ = ()~i - -  A in f )  - -  ( )~ i -1  - -  ~ in f )  
T2 ^ 
---- ()~i - -  ~ in f )  - -  ( )~i+1 - -  ~ in f )  n- i (~ i )  2 '  
T 2 ^ :~,112 
2 ^ ( I1¢, - e~l l  ~ T~_i(7,)-  K} n) 
a : ()~i - -  ~ in f )  - -  ()~i - -  Ain f )  T2_ i (~ i )  \ 
Here, f~ is Saad's bounds, and ~/o = ;h, 
( in )  _ A inf  ' 
K} ") = I I  A~- -C  K}") = K~") = ~, ~, : ~ + 
~")~.}")  "'s - "" 
2(~i  - A~+r)  
(A /+r  - -  A in f )  " 
PROOF. 
(1) Let us prove the first part  of Theorem 2.5. Let ti(x) be the polynomial defined by 
(n) a(n) 
(27) 
, -1  (n) Aj )= with If  i = 1, we take 1-Ij=l(X - 1, 
2 9'  : ~i-l-r -~- )~inf (28)  
(~i - -  Ai_t_r - -  A in f '  Ai-l-r - -  A in f "  
Then,  we can consider the vector ~, = ti(A)&i. 
• Since degree t, _< n - 1 and ~, E El, ~i E En. 
• ~i is orthogonal to each approximate igenvector ¢(n)s for j < i - 1. From (27) and (28), 
we can write ~ as 
where u is a vector of En, mad 
( (A -  : 0. 
We can make use of the fact that  A (n) (n) (.) -- A s I is self-adjoint, and that  (A - AS I )¢s  is 
orthonormal  to the subspace En. 
• Making use of the Courant characterization of the eigenvalues of symmetr ic  operators,  we 
have 
A}n) > (A~,~a~) (29) 
- i i~d l2  , 
because 
A~ n) = ( Au ,  u) max 
~14"),s=, ..... ,-1 IMI 2"  
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Let &i = ~'~j=l O~jC~j, where the aj  are the expansion coefficients in the eigenbasis Cj. Then, 
from (29) we get 
oo  
(A~,  ~o~) _ j= l  
oo  
11~'~112 E 2 2 
j= l  
i -1  co 
E 2 2 2 2 t~ (.xj)a.~(.xj ,xd - E - .xj) - . . t~ (,X j )% (,X~ 
j= l  j=~ 
=Ai+ 
oo  
2 2 
j= l  
For 1 _< j _< i - 1, Aj - Ai _> Ai_l - Ai and for j _> i, Ai - Aj _< Ai - )~inf- Thus, 
i - -1  c~ 
E (A~-I .X,)t~(.X3)o~ E(,Xi 2 2 -- -- Ainf)ti ( ,~j )a j  (&o~, ~'d .~=~ .~=~ 
11~o~112 _> A~ + ~ - E 2 2 2 2 
j= l  j= l  
Extending Ai-1 - Ai of the second term as Ai-1 - Ainf + Ainf -- Ai, we know 
oo i -1  
~inf)~2 (~J) O~2 E ('~i-- 1 2 2 
(A~,  ~)  > A~ _ ~=~(~ + j=l 
oo  
I1~°i112 - E 2 2 t i  ( ,XA% E 2 2 t~ ( ,x~)% 
j= l  j= l  
i - I  
~2 2 t~ ( ,x j )% 
> Ai.f + (~-1  - Ai.t)~o ~ 
j= l  
i -1  2 2 t2t)~ ~ 2 Since ~-~q=l t~(Aj)aj > ~ ~_l)ai_l, 
(A~,  ~oi) 1 
1 + t, (A j )a~ ( t2 (A i _ l )a2_ l )  
From (29), it is clear that 
~") > max (Acp~,cp~) 
- ~ ,~E~ I1~,112 
Completing the proof with a similar approach as we did in the previous ection, and 
< I]~i-1 -- Xi-1 J[2 = tan  2 8(¢~-1, X~-l), 
j>i s-1 
we can get the following inequality: 
2 ^ 
~n)  ~ Z~in f + (z~i-1 -- Z~inf) T~- i (7~- l )  
+ 
Hence, we get the first part of Theorem 2.5. 
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(2) Let us finish the second part of Theorem 2.5. Using similar ideas, we can get the following 
inequalities: 
oo 
]~2 2 ti (h~)% (hi - hi) 
(A~i, ~i) = hi + 5=1 
ti (hi)% 
j= l  
i c~ 
E 2 2 2 2 ti(hj)%(h~ hd E -b )  - ti (hj)a t (,~i 
= hi -1- j= l  _ j= i+ l  
oo oo 
E 2 2 2 2 ti (hA% E t~ (hi)% 
j= l  j= l  
For 1 <_ j _< i, hj - hi >__ hi+l -- hi and for j _> i + 1, hi - hj <_ hi - h in f ,  
(A~i ,  ~ i )  >_ h in f  + (h i+ l  - -  h in f )  1 
H~i"2 l+(j=i~+lt2(hj)a~)/(j=~t~(hj)a~ ) 
1 
~__ h in f  -~- (h i+  1 - h in f )  
To complete the proof, it is sufficient o notice that 
t~(hA 
Vj k i + I, t2(Ai) < - -  
and that 
2 
T 2 ^ , .-i(~i) 
2 
'~__._L~ < I[¢~-~II ~ = tan2e(¢~,~)- 
j >_i+ l 0~2-1 -- 
Hence, we get the second part of Theorem 2.5. II 
For the corresponding eigenvectors, when Ai is simple, it is clear that the proof of Theorem 2.5 
is valid for the block method. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let Ai be eigenvalues ofA with associated eigenvectors ¢i such that lied[ = 1. Let 
p(n) denote the approximate eigenprojection associated with AI n) , and dim : minj¢i [A i - A~n)[, 
and rn = It(I - ~.)A~nll. Then 
(I-P~n))¢i < ~1 + ~l l ( I -  7r.)¢i,I (31) 
or  
°') <_ <_ 
When Ai is of multiplicity m, which does not exceed r, then that proof can be carried out with 
projection p(n) + p(+~ +...  + P(+)+I instead of p(n), to yield the following statement. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let Ai be eigenvalues ofA with associated eigenvector ¢i such that I[¢i[I : 1. 
Let p(n) denote the approximate eigenprojection associated with AI n), and 
di,n = min Ai - h(n)[ arid rn ----[l(I-- 7rn)ATrnll. 
j~ i  ..... i+r - -1  J ] 
Then, 
I -  PJ") ¢i 1 + II(I - ~rn)¢il[. (33) 
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2.3. Numer ica l  Exper iments  
In this section, we compare the effective quantities ~(¢i, En), hi - AI n) with their theoretical 
bounds. All tests were performed on a SUN workstation using double precision. 
The first example is a diagonal matrix A of order N = 70, with the following distribution for 
the eigenvalues: 
(2k - 2)~r 
A1 =2,  A2=1.5,  Ak=cos  2 (N-2) '  fo rk=3, . . . ,N .  
We assume that the starting system U0 = (xl, x2) was chosen as follows. Let 
e = (1, 1, 1 , . . . ,  1) T, g = (1, -1 ,  1, -1 , . . . ,  1, -1 )  T 
Then, 
X 1 ~ - -  
e g 
Ilell' x2 = IJgll" 
We assume that we use two-dimensional blocks or r = 2. The eigenvector ¢i is the ith vector 
of the canonical basis, and therefore, tan ~(¢i, x0) = v fN-  1. The Lanczos algorithm with full 
reorthogonalization was run and stopped at n = 15. Based on these above assumptions, we get 
the following results in Table 4 and when the Lanczos algorithm with full reorthogonalization 
was run and stopped at n = 15. 
Table 4. Lanczos algorithm of Example 1 stopped with n -= 15. 
i 1 2 
Observed tan 0(¢i, En) 7.31e-08 9.44e-06 
Bound for tan 0(~bi, En) 1.14e-07 2.20e-04 
Observed Ai - A~ n) 1.91e-14 8.60e-Ii 
bound for Ai - A~ n) 3.94e-14 1.27e-07 Saad's 
3.94e-14 1.18e-07 New bounds 
for O 
Aj - A} n)- 
5.27e-06 
3.94e- 14 
5.06e-06 
1.27e-07 
The second example we test is a three-dimensional block. A is of order N = 60, with eigenvalues 
k-3  
•I -- 2, A2 = 1.6, A3 = 1.4, A4 = I, and Ak = 1 - -7 ,  k = 5 , . . . ,N .  
We assume that the starting system U0 = (Xl, x2, x3). Let 
f=(1 ,0 , -1 ,1 ,0 , -1 , . . . ,1 ,0 , -1 )  T, g=(1 , -2 ,1 ,1 , -2 ,1 , . . . ,1 , -2 ,1 )  r 
Then, 
e f g 
Xl = Ilell' x2 = I l f l l '  x3 = Ilgll" 
The eigenvector ¢i is the ith vector of the canonical basis, and therefore, tan 0(¢i, x0) -- ~ - 1. 
The Lanczos algorithm with full reorthogonalization was run and stopped at n -- 12. Based on 
these above assumptions, we get the following results in Table 5 when the Lanczos algorithm was 
run and stopped at n -- 12. 
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Table 5. Lanczos algorithm of Example 2 stopped with n -- 12. 
i 1 2 3 
Observed tan 0(¢~, En) 4.66e-07 4.1 le-06 2.74e-05 
Bound for tan0(¢i, En) 7.40e-07 4.11e-04 2.33e-02 
Observed hi - A~n) 3.14e-13 1.60e-ll 5.54e-10 
Saad's bound for hl - A~n) 1.06e-12 2.62e-07 7.38e-04 
1.06e-12 2.55e-07 2.33e-05 New bounds 
~r 0 2.45e-13 4.63e-09 6.34e-07 
1.06e- 12 2.62e-07 7.38e-04 
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2.4. Conc lus ions  
We have established new theoretical error bounds for the block-Lanczos method by using 
bounds on the acute angle between the exact eigenvectors and Krylov subspace spanned by 
Uo, AUo, . . . ,  An- IUo ,  where U0 -- (x l , . . . , x~)  instead of a single vector x0. From previous 
sections, it is easy to show that  the bounds on the rate of the block version are superior to those 
of the single vector processor. 
As Underwood said in [21], there are many other possibilities to obtain a priori bounds by 
using vectors of En of the form Pn(A)&, where Pn is a polynomial of degree at most n - 1, and 
where ~ is a vector of E l .  We cannot say that  a certain kind of error bound is the best. In some 
cases, the results are quite bad. Our work only has been to give more results to provide the 
better understanding about the convergence of the Lanczos method. It is also possible to derive 
refined error bounds for the block-Lanczos method similar to those of the Lanczos method. 
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